The Only One Of Its Kind
The patented EVIR® technology improves and simplifies the pre- and post-trip inspection process, and entirely eliminates paper-based reporting. Compliant with all DOT, OSHA and MSHA inspection requirements, EVIR is the only fully electronic way to perform verified inspections.

Eliminate Paper Logs
With Zonar RFID tags mounted at each inspection zone on the vehicle, the driver simply scans an RFID tag, and responds to the on-screen prompts about the condition of each inspection point in that zone. Once the inspection is complete, the driver electronically signs the inspection, and it is transmitted to HQ automatically.

Operate with Speed and Efficiency
With instant notification of defects, your fleet management team can keep each of your vehicles in top shape, reducing the number of breakdowns on the road. No more delays waiting for paper inspections to be submitted and reviewed. Vehicle uptime is increased through accurate detection of defects and instant notification for maintenance planning.

For more information, visit zonarsystems.com/evir
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